Computer Expert Witnesses
& Laboratory Forensics
Notable Software, Inc. has been providing
expert witness support and laboratory
forensics for court-related matters since
1998.
Our staff includes experts, litigation
support
researchers,
and
forensic
investigators. A range of prices can be
applied, enabling us to provide costeffective services.

Notable Software, Inc.
"Your Pick for Computer
Forensics"

Tasks have involved defense, plaintiff,
and court-appointed expert support in
civil, criminal and municipal matters.
Experts work directly with the client and
legal team in order to help author and
respond to discovery requests, prepare
filings, create litigation and appeal
methods, provide opinion, affidavits and
declarations, and testify at depositions
and hearings. We also have experience
in dealing with the press in order to
encourage positive media spin and sway
public opinion, as appropriate.

notable@notablesoftware.com
www.notablesoftware.com
609/587-1886 215/327-7105




P.O. Box 1166
Philadelphia, PA 19105

Consultations are available in-person or
remotely, via telephone, teleconference
and videoconference. Contact us via
phone or email to set up an appointment.
1st hour (phone or email only) is free.









Computers
Cameras
Data
◦ Authentication
◦ Preservation
◦ Recovery
Internet & Cloud
Multimedia
◦ Audio
◦ Graphics
◦ Video
Tablets
Smartphones
Viruses & Malware

notable@notablesoftware.com
www.notablesoftware.com
609/587-1886 215/327-7105

Notable Software's Cases

Forensics involves the preparation,
review, authentication, and preservation
of evidence that will be presented in a
civil or criminal case. The government
has specific rules for the handling of
evidence, which, if not followed precisely,
can result in its inadmissability at trial. As
well, forensics experts must be able to
attest to their use of scientifically valid
and repeatable processes in the work
they have performed on the evidence.




Often it is believed that since Information
Technology (IT) professionals have the
skills to be able to copy servers, drives,
directories and files, they are essentially
performing the same tasks as a computer
forensics expert. This is untrue. Forensics
investigations typically require
the
application of specialized hardware and
software that ensure data integrity and
provide additional validation checks.
Notable Software's forensics experts
have had experience working with state
and local law enforcement, Homeland
Security, FBI and State Regional
Computer Forensic Laboratories, and the
National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC). Testimony has been
presented at local, state and federal
levels, including citation in briefs to the
U.S. Supreme Court.

Class Action Suits
Contraband
◦ Child pornography












◦ Trafficking
Computer Security and Malware
Damage and Claim Evaluations
Denial of Service Attacks
Election Equipment Malfunctions
Election Recounts
Endangerment
Financial Disputes
Fiduciary Ethics
Hacking
Intellectual Property
◦ Copyrights
◦ Patents










◦ Trademarks/Logos
Legislative Initiatives
Marital Disputes
Murder
Product Liability
Standards Compliance
Warranties
Wiretapping
Wrongful Firing
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Why Do You Need Forensics?

Rebecca Mercuri, Ph.D. is the lead
forensic expert at Notable Software,
Inc., the company she founded in 1981.
She holds degrees in Computer Science
and Engineering, with a Ph.D. from
University of Pennsylvania and postdoctoral work at Harvard University.
Rebecca's high-tech career began at
RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center,
where she played a key role in the early
development of interactive multimedia.
Later work was at AT&T Bell Labs, Intel
and Merck. Experience spans both
hardware and software, with the ability
to investigate equipment, application
and data design and content. Her
forensics specialties are in Criminal
Defense and Intellectual Property.
Dr. Mercuri's expertise has been sought
by the House Science Committee, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Election
Assistance Commission, U.K. Cabinet,
National Institute of Standards and
Technologies, and state and municipal
offices. Her findings have contributed to
favorable plea offers and settlements.

